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MEETING OF THE HERITAGE WESTERN CAPE, 

APPEALS COMMITTEE 
 

Minutes of a meeting of the Special Appeals Committee of Heritage Western Cape 
held on Wednesday, 16 May 2014 at 11H00 and reconvened on 21 May 2014, at 

14H00 in the 1st Floor Boardroom at the offices of the Department of Cultural Affairs 
and Sport, Protea Assurance Building, Greenmarket Square, Cape Town 

 
  

1.  Opening and Welcoming 
 The Chairperson Adv Peter Kantor opened the meeting at 11H09 and 

welcomed everyone present.   
 
2.1  Attendance  
 
 16 May 2014 
 
 Appeals Committee 
 Adv Peter Kantor   Acting Appeals Chairperson 

Dr Nicolas Baumann   Appeal Committee member  
 Mr Trevor Thorold   Appeal Committee member 
 Ms Laura Robinson   Council member 
 Dr Piet Claassen   Council member 
   

HWC Staff  
Mr Andrew Hall   Chief Executive Officer 
Mr Olwethu-Oz-Dlova   Admin Officer (Secretariat) 
Mr Zwelibanzi Shiceka  Acting Assistant Director 
Mr Ronny Nyuka    Senior Heritage Officer 

 
2.2 Attendance  
 
 21 May 2014 
 
 Appeals Committee 
 Adv Peter Kantor   Acting Appeals Chairperson 

Dr Nicolas Baumann   Appeal Committee member  
 Mr Trevor Thorold   Appeal Committee member 
 Ms Laura Robinson   Council member 
 Dr Piet Claassen   Council member 
   

HWC Staff  
Mr Olwethu-Oz-Dlova   Admin Officer (Secretariat) 
Mr Zwelibanzi Shiceka  Acting Assistant Director 

 
3.1 Apologies 
 
 16 May 2014 
 Dr Antonia Malan   Appeal Committee member 
 Mr Richard Summers   Chairperson Appeal Committee 
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3.2 Apologies 
 
 21 May 2014 
 Dr Antonia Malan   Appeal Committee member 
 Mr Richard Summers   Chairperson Appeal Committee 
 Mr Andrew Hall   Chief Executive Officer 

Mr Ronny Nyuka    Senior Heritage Officer 
 Mr A Arvan    Respondent 
 
4. Approval of agenda  
 
4.1 The Committee resolved to approve the agenda dated 30 April 2014 with 

amendment. 
 
5. Disclosure of interest  
 
5.1 None 
 
6. Confidential Matters  
 

6.1 None 
 

7. Matters Arising 
 
7.1  Proposed Total Demolition on Erf 880, 8 Romney Road, Green Point: Section 

34 
 
  16 May 2014 

Mr Ashley Lillie (Heritage practitioner), Mr A Arvan (Respondent), Mr P 
Magqwashe (Respondent), Mr Johan Cornelius (CoCT official), Mrs Tamar Shem-
Tov (CoCT official), Ms Caro MacDonald (GBRPA representative), Mr Oliver 
Nurock (GBRPA representative), Mr Jeremy Bregman (public member), Mr Joel 
Bregman (public member),  Mrs Minnie Katzeer, Mr Brian van Rheede, Ms Liora 
Stander, Mrs Ellana Stander, Mrs Marie-Lou Roux (Habitat Council, Ms Berendine 
Lurgang (CoCT0, Mr Bernard Spiro (public member), Mr Pitch Brown (public 
member), Mr Phillip John King (private objector), Mrs Sheina Kimmel, Mrs Ann 
Nurock (GPRPA) Mrs Yvonne Leibman (GPRPA), Mr Taki Arara (City Council), Ms 
Cathy Smit (GPRPA) and Ms Chrisie Philips (GPRPA)  were present and took part 
in the discussion.  

 
  21 May 2014 
   

Mr Ashley Lillie (Heritage practitioner), Mr P Magqwashe (Respondent), Mr Johan 
Cornelius (CoCT official), Mrs Tamar Shem-Tov (CoCT official), Mrs Cour Kimmel 
(GPRPA), Mr Oliver Nurock (GBRPA ), Mr Jeremy Bregman (public member), Mr 
Joel Bregman (public member),  Mr Phillip King (private objector), Mr Taki Amira 
(City Council), Mrs Yvonne Leibman (GPRA) and Mr Siyavuya Mzantsi (Cape 
Times) were present and took part in the discussion. 
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  FINDINGS OF THE APPEAL COMMITTEE 
 

 Site visit 
The committee conducted a site visit at 8 Romney Road at 10.00 on 16 May 
2014. The representatives of the appellant and the respondent were present. 
Those present viewed the inside and the outside of the house, and walked the 
streets around the property. The changes to the original fabric of the house 
noted were: the verandah was added on, the fan windows in one room and the 
glass block windows in another room, two of the fireplaces had been altered, 
and the floors at the back of the house had been added on behind the line 
where the wooden floor ends, and a new bathroom inserted. Committee 
members also drove through the adjacent heritage overlay zones. 
 
Heritage statement 
The appellant’s representative, Ms Liebman, requested leave to hand in a 
heritage statement of which she was the author. She stated that she did not 
have time to do this before submitting the appeal. After hearing the objection 
from the respondent, considering the time constraints and the potential 
prejudice to the parties, as well as the nature of the document and the interests 
of justice, it was allowed in. It was noted that it was drawn up by the appellant’s 
attorney acting in her capacity as a heritage consultant. 
 
Written argument 
Ms Liebman handed in her written arguments. The respondent’s 
representative, Mr Arven, made oral arguments, as did Mr Lillie, the 
respondent’s heritage consultant, Mr Hall, the CEO of HWC, neighbours Mr 
King and Ms Kimmel, Mr Cornelius of the City of Cape Town, Ms le Roux of the 
Habitat Council, and Cllr Amira. 
 
The lack of a power of attorney 
A technical point raised by the appellant was that the application was invalid 
because it was not accompanied by a power of attorney signed by the 
registered owner. The application form for a permit, which is Annexure A to the 
provincial regulations in terms of the National Heritage Resources Act (the Act), 
states in paragraph 3 next to the details of the registered owner of the property, 
“if the applicant is not the registered owner of the property, or if the application 
is made on behalf of the registered owner, a power of attorney must be 
attached.” 
 
The form, in paragraph 3.6, under the details of the registered owner, has a 
declaration to be signed by the registered owner confirming the details and the 
fact that the registered owner is aware of the application.  
The form also states, at paragraph 11.1, “Unless the applicant and the 
registered owner sign the application form, if these are not the same person, it 
will not be processed by Heritage Western Cape.” 
 
The form was signed by both the registered owner, in paragraph 3, and by the 
applicant, Juan Bernicchi Architects. 
 
The regulations say nothing else about the formalities of signature and consent. 
The form does not provide for the situation where the registered owner is not 
the applicant but nevertheless signs the declaration on the form as registered 
owner. 
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The wording of the form leaves much to be desired, but the intention is 
sufficiently clear. The intention of the regulations is that the registered owner, or 
person signing on the registered owner’s behalf via a power of attorney granted 
by the registered owner, must sign the declaration confirming the details of the 
registered owner and awareness of the application. In other words, the 
application must be brought with the registered owner’s consent. 
 
The registered owner’s signature of the declaration on the form suffices for this 
purpose. To hold otherwise would be a triumph of form over substance and 
would defeat the intention of the regulations. 
The application form is therefore accepted as valid. 
 
The merits of the appeal 
In coming to its decision the committee has applied the principles in Chapter 1 
Part 1 of the Act, read with the preamble, section 5, and all the other relevant 
provision of the Act. The Act itself must be interpreted in the light of the 
Constitution, particularly the environmental right in section 24 of the 
Constitution, and the principles in section 2 of the National Environmental 
Management Act, including the principle of sustainable development, which 
includes section 2(4)(o): 
(o)  The environment is held in public trust for the people, the beneficial use of 
environmental resources must serve the public interest and the environment 
must be protected as the people’s common heritage. 
The committee considered all the relevant information before it. The heritage 
significance of the property was considered by the committee and a decision on 
grading appears below. The committee took into consideration its own 
observations, as well as those in the documents before it, and in particular the 
following. 
 
The building retains most of its original material. It is outside of the protected 
conservation/heritage overlay areas. The street scape of Romney Road has 
been compromised but the broader area nevertheless has a degree of fine 
heritage grain. However, the property is not rare to the precinct of Green Point. 
The immediate area is characterised by large apartment blocks. 
There is substantial local interest in conservation of the property. Not only the 
Ratepayers but the Simon van der Stel Foundation, the Habitat Council, and 
several interested parties have supported the appeal.  
 
The building is graded 3c, by BELCom. The opinion of the City of Cape Town, 
the appellant and the respondent’s consultant is that it is worthy of 3b. Many of 
its original fittings and features have been retained and the building is in a fair 
state of repair. It is structurally sound.  
 
It is one of a two adjacent historical dwellings. The streetscape of Romney 
Road is characterised by modern interventions and a lack of a cohesive street 
scape. The broader area is characterised to an extent by single and double 
storey dwellings of varying ages of architectural styles. 
 
Town planning issues of density, bulk, usage etc of future potential use of the 
property are beyond the remit of this committee. 
As indicated by Todeschini and Japha, the building is a minor building of some 
significance. It is a pre-1915 building of historical interest. 
It has some local historical and architectural significance as part of a collection 
of buildings constructed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It has some 
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intrinsic significance and a degree of intactness. Its loss would contribute to 
further erosion of fine grained character of the immediate area. 
 
It has some aesthetic value. Its historical value is that its fabric dates to the 
early origins of the growth and development of Green Point. The fabric clearly 
illustrates an historical period in the evolution of Green Point. The loss of the 
other three units of the same period in Romney Road diminishes its 
contribution to the public experience of historic Green Point. 
 
A number of conservation-worthy buildings have survived in the area though 
isolated. Isolated buildings contribute to the context, matrix and fabric of the 
character of Green Point. 
 
The property is not the earliest surviving intact built fabric in the area. 
The City of Cape Town regards the property as having high local significance 
but at this point does not have the delegated powers to protect the property 
other than by provisional protection.  
 
Figure 14 in the Heritage Statement, a document drawn up by the City 
indicating proposed gradings but not yet adopted, shows no 8 and 10 Romney 
Road as grade 3b. When viewed with the existing heritage overlay zones 
contained in the heritage statement, one can see the logic of the designation of 
existing overlay zones. One also notes that there are isolated buildings of 
proposed 3b heritage status. 
 
Grading 
Cognisance has been taken of the HWC guideline, A Short Guide to and Policy 
statement on Grading, dated May 2012. Although the property has significance 
it is regarded as lesser significance than 3a. 
The committee considered all the relevant factors and voted 3 to 2 on the 
grading being 3c as opposed to 3b. 
 
The permit 
Section 5(7) of the Act says,  
The identification, assessment and management of the heritage resources of 
South Africa must— 
(a) take account of all relevant cultural values and indigenous knowledge 
systems; 
(b) take account of material or cultural heritage value and involve the least 
possible alteration or loss of it; 
(c) promote the use and enjoyment of and access to heritage resources, in a 
way consistent with their cultural significance and conservation needs; 
(d) contribute to social and economic development; 
(e) safeguard the options of present and future generations; and 
(f) be fully researched, documented and recorded. 
 
The committee considered these factors in the context of the Act, as well as the 
views of the City, who in the future will have the powers to protect this property. 
There appears to be a tension between the need to address City policy related 
to issues such as inner city densification, inter alia, and the concerns raised by 
the local communities regarding what constitutes local heritage and the need 
for conservation. 
 
An attendant issue arises as to why this particular site has been identified as a 
heritage resource worthy of protection. It would appear that the pressure for 
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retention is the result of a long process of attrition and the cumulative impact of 
a series of demolitions of significant fabric over time which is having a 
detrimental impact on the character of the area. 
 
HWC is obliged to manage heritage resources in an integrated manner. The 
opening line of the Preamble to the Act states that the aim of the Act is to 
“introduce an integrated and interactive system for the management of the 
national heritage resources; to promote good government at all levels and to 
empower civil society to nurture and conserve their heritage resources so that 
they may be bequeathed for future generations...” 
 
The HWC policy seems to recommend that a grade 3c building should only be 
protected if it is inside a conservation area. This building is not. However, one 
must consider the overall significance and all relevant factors, including the 
values of the community, the balance between conservation and development, 
and the rights of future generations as well as those of the land owner. The 
committee does not regard itself as bound by the policy, merely guided by it. it 
can depart from the policy for compelling reasons. 
 
A significant factor is the degree of support the community has shown for the 
conservation of 8 Romney Road. The statutory mandate of heritage resource 
authorities is a conservation mandate, balanced by the need for sustainable 
development. In addition, the local authority wishes to protect the property. 

  
  DECISION  

Considering all these factors, the committee voted to uphold the appeal and 
overturn the permit, on a vote of 4 to 1. 
 
The committee agreed to recommend to HWC that: 
1. the HWC Policy on Gradings, with particular reference to Grade 3c’s, 

should be reviewed by HWC as a result of the decision taken in the appeal 

matter of 8 Romney Road, Green Point, where the committee took an 

exceptional decision to deny a demolition permit for a grade 3c building 

outside of a heritage overlay zone. 

 

2. the delegation of authority for the management of grade 3 heritage 

resources to the City of Cape Town should take place as soon as possible.

          

        Ronny Nyuka 

 
8. New Matters 
 
8.1 None 
 
9. OTHER MATTERS 
 

10.1 None 
 
11.  ADOPTION OF DECISIONS AND ADDITIONS  
 The Committee resolved to adopt the decisions. 
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12.  Closure of the Meeting 
  The Chairperson closed the meeting at 17h15 on 16 May 2014 and 15h35 on 21 

May 2014.      
 

 
13.  Date of Next Meeting   To be announced.   
 
 
 Chairperson’s Signature…………………………………. 
 

Date……………………………………………………………. 
 

Adv Peter Kantor 


